Abstract-Face
I. INTRODUCTION
Face recognition is a technique that is used to identify a person from his /her digital image .It is helpful in daily life such as for security access, control systems, content based indexing and bank teller machines. In face recognition, feature based approaches are used. [1] Various approaches have been used in classifying and recognizing faces including principles component analysis, local feature extraction, neural networks comparative analysis and radial basis function. Face detection is front end of face recognition. It locates and segments face regions from cluttered images, either obtained from video or still image. [2] The Principal Component Analysis (PCA) is one of the mathematical techniques that have been used in image recognition and compression. The jobs which PCA can do are prediction, redundancy removal, feature extraction, Manuscript received November 1, 2013; revised February 11, 2014. data compression etc. Because PCA is a classical technique which can do something in the linear domain applications having linear models are suitable, such as signal processing, image processing system and control theory, communications, etc. [3] From many years lots of work on Face Detection and Recognition has been carried out as it does not need human cooperation. We have dataset of Face images after Detection framed faces are formed from which removed background then extracted faces are obtained.
Preprocessing is also performed then we will trained the dataset for which we use training classifiers and then we recognize the face [4] Facial images are essential for intelligent based human computer interaction and it does not need the human cooperation. Many techniques are used for face detection from a single image. When a face region is extracted in preprocessing then localization is done. In preprocessing of image illumination to determine specific features and image size then localized image is matched with database by using matching algorithms. [5] Over the last few decade lots of work is been done in face detection and recognition. Since lots of methods are introduced for detection and recognition which considered as a milestone. [6] Face recognition has acquired considerable attention from both your own computer vision and also value processing. The interest can be motivated from applications ranging from static matching of controlled photographs just as in mug shot matching in addition to verification in order to surveillance video images. Your first step throughout automated face recognition is face detection in which Metropolis along width size of each face will be determined. The reliability has an major influence to the performance and usability of the whole face id system. [7] To produce fully automated systems, robust and efficient face identification algorithms usually are required. Your own face can be detected immediately after a person's face comes into a good view right after a face will be detected, the face region will be cropped from the visual to provide As "Probe" into your current knowledge to check on for possible matches. Ones face visible is usually pre-processed regarding items like aesthetic size as well as illumination and for you to detect Particular possesses. The details by the graphic are then matched against your knowledge. Your own matching algorithm will probably produce a similarity measure to its match of the probe face into your own knowledge [8] .
Training the neural network for its face i.e. Employment is difficult from the difficulty in characterizing prototypical "nonface" images. Unlike face recognition, which the classes in order to be discriminated are various other faces, you're a couple of classes in order to end up being discriminated throughout face recognition usually are "images containing faces" in addition to "images not containing faces". The idea is simple to obtain a representative sample of images that contain faces, but much harder for getting a great representative sample of the person which do not. [9] .
II. DATA ACQUISITION
In the present work we have taken faces from 400 students of a school from both male and female aging between 12 to 20 years. 10 images are taken using digital camera of 12 mega pixel from each student. Besides, we have taken 50 nonface images from environment.
III. PROPOSED METHODOLOGIES
The process of recognition is the identification of something already known or acknowledgement of something as valid the state or quality of being recognized or acknowledged. It is broadly divided into two phases, identification of object and verification of the object. In proposed system the object is signature which we will get from the scanned image.
A. Preprocessing
The preprocessing step is applied on scanned gray faces. The purpose in this phase is to make faces standard and ready for feature extraction. These stages include the four steps: Background elimination, noise reduction, width normalization and skeletonization [10] .
Background Elimination Data area cropping must be done for extracting features. P-tile thresholding is applied to capture faces from the background. After the thresholding the pixels of the faces would be "1" and the other pixels which belong to the back-ground would be "0".
Noise Reduction A noise reduction filter is applied to the binary image for eliminating single black pixels on white background. 8-neighbors of a chosen pixel are examined. In this case the back pixel greater than the number of white pixel, the chosen pixel will be black otherwise it will be white.
Width Normalization Face dimensions may have intrapersonal and interpersonal differences. So the image width is adjusted to a default value and the height will change without any change on height-to-width ratio. The width normalization is adjusted to 100 after normalizing the width.
Thinning The purpose of thinning is to eliminate the thickness differences of pen. The image is made one pixel think using Hilditch's Algorithm.
B. Feature Extraction Methods
Feature extraction is essential classifying the face detection. Before classification, we extracted the features of faces and non-faces scanned images such as normalized area of faces and non-faces, accept ration, center of gravity, slop of the line joining the centers of gravity, cropping maximum horizontal projection, maximum vertical projection, edge detection and texture features using Matlab. The features are extracted against each face and non-face. We have used of 40x50,80x50, 100x50,120x50,160x50,200x50,240x50,280x50,320x50,3 60x50 and 400x50 (faces vs non-faces) datasets with 27 features extracted using Matlab and prepared data in arff format for processing for classification using Weka classifier.
C. Classification
For structural activity relationship analysis, we have used Weka software for classification. The above data prepared in ARFF format was then processed for classification. We have applied seven classification methods on faces and non faces datasets such as Bayes, Lazy method includes IBI, IBK, Kstar, LWL All of the above classification method have been tested for performance analysis from given each method using 10 fold cross validation. However, we only depicted those classifiers in below tables in the discussion section which have accuracy of more than 95%. Few of the classifiers with higher performance measures are narrated below:
Naive Bayes It is a probabilistic classifier based on Bayes theorem. Naive Bayes is independent of features i.e. the presence or absence of feature is unrelated to the presence or absence of another feature of given class variable. For example if a thing is white and has oval shape then it is egg [11] .
SMO (Sequential minimal optimization) John Platt invented sequential minimal optimization algorithm (SMO) in 1998. It is a function's algorithm and is widely used for solving optimization problem in the training of support vector machine (SVM) [12] . Rule method includes Conjunctive Rule (CR), Decision Table (DT) , JRip, NNge,PART, Ridor, Zero. Tree method includes ADTree, BFTree, Decision Stump (DS), J48, LADTree, Random Forest (RF), Random Tree (RT), SEP Tree. DECORATE (Diverse Ensemble Creation by Oppositional Relabeling of Artificial Training Examples) is presented that uses a learner to build diverse committee. This is accomplished by adding different randomly constructed examples to the training set when building new committee members. These Artificially constructed examples are given category labels that discourage with the current decision of the committee [13] . Bayes Naïve Bayes is an algorithm of Baye's rule. It is statistical algorithm and gives the simplified result of given inputs of an example. Naï ve Bayes says that each feature of a given class variable is independent and cannot be related to other features of that class for example, a thing that is round and it's colour is black is considered as a ball, Naï ve Bayes will consider these features to participate independently to probability [11] .
where Z is scale dependent on F1……Fn (constant if values are known). Accuracy
The accuracy (AC) is the proportion of the total number of predictions that were correct. It is determined using the equation [14] , [15] .
where
• a is the number of correct predictions that an instance is negative, • b is the number of incorrect predictions that an instance is positive, • c is the number of incorrect of predictions that an instance negative, and • d is the number of correct predictions that an instance is positive. True positive The recall or true positive rate (TP) is the proportion of positive cases that were correctly identified, as calculated using the equation:
False positive The false positive rate (FP) is the proportion of negatives cases that were incorrectly classified as positive, as calculated using the equation:
True negative The true negative rate (TN) is defined as the proportion of negatives cases that were classified correctly, as calculated using the equation:
False negative
The false negative rate (FN) is the proportion of positives cases that were incorrectly classified as negative, as calculated using the equation: Precision Precision (P) is the proportion of the predicted positive cases that were correct, as calculated using the equation:
IV. RESULT AND DISCUSSION By using Weka classifiers we get different values for different classifiers. Comparing the submenus of each classifier we can get the best one which gives us more accurate value. In classifier Bayes and Meta the accurate value is higher than other classifiers. In Bayes Naive Bayes and in Meta Decorator gives the accuracy of 98%.In these classifiers two classifiers have more accurate values and those two classifiers are Naive Bayes and Decorate accuracy is 98% and 98% respectively. Now we will discuss about these two tables in details. We will calculate their values as follow: The Tables I, II From the above Confusion Matrix, it is seen that out of 100 faces 99 were correctly classified as faces, whereas out of 50 non-faces, 50 are classified as non-faces with an accuracy of 99.3% using LogiBoost classifier. The accuracy for all other classifiers is also illustrated in the Tables I-V against each classifier. Tables VI-X show the classification measures using various classifiers of greater than 96% of accuracy out of all the classifiers tested among all the machine learning methods using Weka software. In each of the Tables VI-X we have computed the classification measures using classifiers such as Naï ve Bayes, RBFNetwork, LWL, LogiBoost, HyperPipes, PART and ADTree. For each of the classifiers we have computed the classification measures at 40, 80, 100, 120, 160, 200, 240, 280, 320, 360, 400 as faces and 50 as non-faces for each case in order to judge the classification performance at different number of subjects for each classifier. In this case, we have depicted few of the subjects such as 40, 100, 200, 320 and 400 as faces and 50 as non-faces as shown in the Tables VI-X. In the Table VI, the LogiBoost classifier gives the accuracy of 98.9% at 40 faces and 50 non-faces. However, this accuracy increased to 99.3% when the faces increased to 100 with 50 as non-faces. While, the performance measure slightly decreased when the number of faces increased such as 98.8%, 99.2% and 99.1% at 200, 320 and 400 faces.
Another classifier such as HyperPipes of Misc method shows an accuracy of 96.7 at 40 faces and 50 non-faces as depicted in Table VI . However, by increasing the number of faces such as 100, 200, 320 its accuracy also increased to 98%, 99.6% and 99.7% respectively. However, it slightly decreased to 99.1 % at 400 faces and 50 non-faces as shown in Table X . The performance measure for all other classifiers is depicted in the Tables VI-X.
K-fold Cross Validation for Performance measure
In each of the cases we used k-fold cross validation taking k=1, 2,3,4,5 and 10. In k-fold cross-validation the data is first partitioned into k equally (or nearly equally) sized segments or folds. Subsequently k iterations of training and validation are performed such that within each iteration a different fold of the data is held-out for validation while the remaining k _ 1 folds are used for learning. Data is commonly stratified prior to being split into k folds. However, when k=10, we have get better classification performance than other k-folds. The results so far depicted here computed using 10-fold cross validation. . ROC analysis is also used to visualize and analyze the behavior of diagnostic systems (Swets, 1988) . Besides, the medical decision making community has an extensive literature on the use of ROC graphs for diagnostic testing (Zou, 2002) . Swets et al. (2000) brought ROC curves to the attention of the wider public with their Scientific American article [15] .
ROC graph is a two-dimensional graph. The True Positive (TP) rate i.e. sensitivity is plotted on Y-axis while, False Positive (FP) rate i.e. Specificity is plotted on X-axis as shown in Fig. 2 . In order to measure the classifiers ROC performance is reduced to a single value known as Area under the ROC curve, abbreviated as AUC (Bradley, 1997; Hanley and McNeil, 1982) . In this case AUC=0.9608. AUC is a portion of the area of the unit square, so the value of AUC will always be between 0 and 1. And every realistic classifiers performance should never be less than 0.5. AUC has one of the most important statistical property that classifier will rank a randomly chosen positive instance higher than randomly chosen negative instance as claimed by Wilcoxon test of ranks (Hanley and MCneil, 1982 ).
This ROC curve shows that how the classifiers separates the faces from non-faces. If the area under the ROC is 100% it means perfect test, however, if the ROC value is 90% to 100 %, it is an excellent test i.e. the classifier excellently separate the positive examples from negative examples in this case faces from non-face. So, area under the ROC curve is a spread which shows higher the spread better the separation among positive and negative case. In our case we have tested 100 faces and 50 non-faces using LogiBoost classifier and the value AUC=0.9608 shows the excellent separation performance of faces from that of non-faces. In the Fig. 3 above, we have measured the performance accuracy using LogiBoost and ADTree of ML classifiers at different number of faces and non-faces. The x-axis shows the number of faces subjects with non-faces as 50 against each faces subject, i.e. 40 faces plus 50 non faces equivalent to 90 (40 vs 50 = faces vs nonfaces),………400 x 50. For simplicity, we have shown here only the number of faces subjects on x-axis, while non-faces are fixed in each case which is 50. In each case, the accuracy measure is more than 96.5 %. Both LogiBoost and ADTree classifiers shows of less than 97% when the number of face subjects are 120, however, in all other cases the accuracy measure as shown in Fig. 3 is more than 98%. The ADTree shows higher accuracy measure when the number of faces subjects is 80, 240 and 360 and non-faces in each case was 50. While LogiBoost gives higher accuracy when the number of face subjects are 80 and 280. The above discussions give the directions to classify the faces and non-faces, the number of subjects and classifiers with higher performance.
The Fig. 4 below shows the accuracy and ROC measure values using 360 faces and 50 non-faces. Here, we would like to check the performance measure using different Machine Learning Methods such as Tree, Lazy, Meta, Function, Rules, Bayes and Misc. The classification methods such as Tree, Lazy, Meta and Misc give an accuracy of more than 99.2%. The highest accuracy is obtained from HyperPipes of Misc method, i.e. 99.8% higher than all other classifiers. The Table XI shows the summary of ROC Analysis with specificity, sensitivity and efficiency values shown against each cut-off. The maximum sensitivity, specificity, cost effective and efficiency cut-off point values are shown in the Table and Figure at right.  The Table XI also shows the summary of ROC Curve data with Accuracy as AUC=0.9608, standard error (S.E) value of 0.02232 less than 0.05 for 95% Confidence Interval (C.I) and value of ROC greater than 0.5 for C.I. The overall test performance is excellent i.e. excellent separation of faces from non-faces. 
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper we have classify faces and non-faces using Machine Learning Classifiers. We have developed our primary data of faces and non-faces using Digital Camera of 12 Mega Pixel from male and female children of class 5 th to 8 th in School at Muzaffarabad, Azad Jammu and Kashmir. After collecting the data, we have preprocessed it for proper feature extraction and better classification performance. We have developed program in Matlab for preprocessing and features extraction as shown in Fig. 1 above. We have applied all Machine learning classifiers of Weka Software using 10-fold cross validation. The accuracy is checked for varying number of faces and nonfaces subject using different classifiers. The classification methods such as Tree, Lazy, Meta and Misc give higher performance of 98% than other methods. While the classifiers LWL, ADTree and HyperPipes gives performance accuracy of more than 99% than all other classifiers. The average ROC analysis value of 96.08% was obtained to show the separation of faces from nonfaces to correctly classified positive examples as positive and negative examples as negative.
